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A core subject is a subject which is studied by all students in the cohort.
An elective subject is a subject where a student can choose to select the subject.
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dependent on staffing, resources or student interests/needs.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE YEAR 9 CURRICULUM GUIDE
We are pleased to provide you with an outline of the Year 9 curriculum at Grace Lutheran College’s
Rothwell Campus in 2020, including the compulsory and elective subjects offered. Grace has been
implementing the Australian Curriculum (ACARA) whilst also ensuring alignment to the senior school
QCE system to ensure students are adequately prepared to achieve to their potential.
The principles we have used to construct our curriculum at Rothwell are as follows:


The Basics: Grace provides a strong foundation in the general capabilities outlined in ACARA:
Literacy, Numeracy, Information and Communication Technology, Critical and Creative Thinking,
Personal and Social Capability, Ethical Behaviour and Intercultural Understanding. These are
developed through specific subjects (e.g. English and Maths) and across curriculum areas. In line
with ACARA, Grace mandates the study of History and Science to Year 10.



Balance: A Grace education means an education for the whole person – spiritual, academic,
physical, social-emotional, technological and cultural. Mandatory aspects of the curriculum
therefore include Christian Studies, Chapel, Pastoral Care, Sport, Work Experience and Outdoor
Education (including the four-week Googa program in Year 10). Students are also encouraged
to participate in the wide range of co-curricular opportunities.



Choice and Differentiation: Grace seeks to cater for all members of a family: boys and girls,
students who learn at varying rates and those with diverse interests. Grace offers learning support
and academic extension offerings and we allow four elective choices for students in Years 8, three
elective choices in Years 9-10 and four elective choices in Years 11-12. This is very popular with
students. In the Senior School, we offer all prerequisite subjects for University and Vocational
Education and Training options.
Two-Campus, One School Policy: Grace Heads of Department and Curriculum work across the
College, ensuring work programs, standards and assessment are consistent at both campuses.
The Rothwell Campus offers subjects on site in all Key Learning Areas from Years 7-12.



With this curriculum in place we hope that all Grace Students will learn the Grace Way of Excellence,
Character and Purpose. We trust they will leave us having developed the skills and attitudes to live a life
of faith and service so that God will be glorified in the world.
Yours in Christ

David Radke
Principal

THE YEAR 9 CURRICULUM AT GRACE IN 2020
At Grace we are committed to encouraging students to develop their God given gifts and talents. Within the Year
9 curriculum, this approach is shaped by the Core and Elective curriculum design. This allows students to engage
in fundamental learning experiences in their core subjects and then broaden their learning experiences through
the 3 electives student have selected.
As students transition through the Middle School into Senior School, a student’s subject preferences will become
more evident. Subject selection in Year 9 encourages students to maintain a breadth of learning with students
selecting their 3 electives for the whole year.
It is suggested that subjects be chosen based on the following:

Subjects which the
student enjoys and
is engaged in

Subjects in which
the student has
experienced some
success in studying

Subjects which
provide an
appropriate
challenge

Subjects which help
meet the student’s
career aspirations,
or will keep his/her
options open

Subjects which
develop skills,
knowledge and
attitudes useful
throughout life

Staffing and/or resource constraints oblige the College to remove subjects which are not sufficiently supported by
student subject selection. All students impacted will be asked to reselect from the subjects available.
Learning Support – Independent Learning (By Invitation only)
Independent Learning will be offered to students that meet the criteria as determined by the Learning Support
department. This support program will be in lieu of an elective. Please contact the Middle School Learning Support
Coordinator if you have any questions.
Academic Enrichment (By Application only)
Students who are identified as gifted and talented are offered the opportunity to apply for the Ignite Excellence
programs. These programs present further rigour and challenge for students. Ignite Excellence programs are
outlined in this curriculum guide. Please contact the Academic Enrichment Coordinator if you have any questions.
Vocational Education Pathways
Vocational education programs and school based apprenticeships typically commence in Year 10 and students
will need to consult with the Head of Vocational Education & Training prior to undertaking these courses.
Subject Changes
At times students may feel it is necessary to change their elective subjects for various reasons. To action this,
students are encouraged to discuss the concerns with the subject with their class teacher. If the student still wishes
to change electives, they should collect a Subject Change Form from Middle School Office, complete the form
with their parent/guardian and return the form to Middle School Office. Students cannot start attending the new
elective subject until they have received an updated timetable. Deadlines for subject changes are outlined on the
Parent Lounge/eGrace calendar.
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Points of Contact
Students will have experienced various subjects already however it is important to find out as much as possible
about the subjects offered. After reading this Curriculum Guide, if you or your child have questions about subjects
or would like some more information, the table below will guide you to the best point of contact.
Subject

Teacher Contact

Location of Teacher

Christian Studies

Miss Aloquin

B Block

English

Ms Nolan

The Hive

Mathematics

Mr Brady

S Block

History/Geography

Mr Still

B Block

Physical Education

Mrs Sanford

G Block

Science

Mr Brady

S Block

Digital Solutions

Mrs Salmon

C Block

Creative Textiles

Mrs Stickland

The Hive

Food Studies

Mrs Watts

H Block

Practical Technology Skills

Mr McKinnon

Trades Skills Centre

Design

Mr McKinnon

Trades Skills Centre

Media

Mrs Crossley

V Block

Dance

Mrs Cooper

M Block

Drama

Mrs Cooper

M Block

Music

Mrs Cooper

M Block

Visual Art

Mrs Barnes

V Block

Business & Legal Studies

Mrs Salmon

C Block

Health & Physical Education

Mrs Sanford

G Block

German

Mrs Wellard

R Block

Japanese

Mrs Wellard

R Block

Other points of contact which may be helpful include:
Teacher

Role

Location of Teacher

Mrs McKenzie

Deputy Head of Teaching & Learning

Middle School Office

Mrs Brown

Middle School Learning Support Coordinator

The Hive

Mrs Forman

Academic Enrichment Coordinator

The Hive

Mrs O’Connor /
Ms Wright

Career Guidance

The Hub

Ms Jones

Head of Vocational Education & Training (VET)

The Hub
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Core Subject

CHRISTIAN STUDIES

Christian Studies aims to investigate ideas which are central to understanding identity as well as living in and
contributing to community. The subject is based on the Christian Studies Curriculum Framework which is used
in Lutheran schools across Australia.
Students learn to work collaboratively, engage in open dialogue and explore their own positions in relation to
ideas about God, people, self and the world. Aiming to be relevant and challenging, Christian Studies uses
as a central learning model the inquiry approach as well as valuing other approaches for example, Service
Learning.
There is one assessment piece for each unit of work. Assessment pieces are varied – written, spoken and
creative tasks and incorporate varied conditions such as individual and group situations; teacher supervision
of class work; independent assignment work.
Students are assessed on Knowledge and Understanding, Processing Skills (research, analysis and
application), Written and Spoken Communication Skills.

SUBJECT OUTLINE

Unit 1

Relationships

What is love?
What is a good/healthy relationship?
How and why do people make decisions about relationships
and sexuality?

Unit 2

God’s World:
Our World
Service Learning
Project

If God made and sustains the world, why is the environment
and our relationships in such a mess?
How are our beliefs reflected in our actions?
What responsibility do people have to look after the world?
Why should people live sustainably?

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Religion and Ethics
Philosophy and Reason
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Year 11
Religion and Ethics
Philosophy and Reason

Year 12
Religion and Ethics
Philosophy and Reason
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Core Subject

ENGLISH

The English course aims to address the requirements of the Australian Curriculum which includes:
 Developing an understanding and appreciation of how English is used appropriately and efficiently
 Developing the ability to use language to talk about language by developing a metalanguage
 Developing an understanding of how language is used selectively
 Becoming proficient writers, readers and speakers
 Developing a life-long love of reading and writing
 Developing confidence in the use of a range of appropriate language systems
 Developing a growing appreciation of different cultures as represented in a range of texts.
SUBJECT OUTLINE

Term 1

Narrating Life

An analytical response to a novel – analytical exposition

Term 2

Constructing the
Hero in Film

A study of how films represent the hero and position the audience
– analytical essay

Term 3

Poetry Speaks

A study of the particular language of poetry – multimodal
comparison of two poems. Students will also write and illustrate a
sonnet as a competition piece

Term 4

Narrating Life

A selection of imaginative writing including a short story

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
English
Literature
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Year 11
Essential English
English
Literature

Year 12
Essential English
English
Literature
English Extension
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IGNITE EXCELLENCE: ENGLISH LITERATURE

Ignite Excellence
Core Subject

The Ignite Excellence: English Literature course is designed to offer students a pathway to undertake the
subject Literature in Years 11 and 12. The course parallels the regular English course with the option for
Ignite teachers to choose texts that are more demanding and negotiate assessment.
Students who choose this subject would love reading but may not be the highest performers in the English.
Students in Ignite Excellence: English Literature need to demonstrate diligence and motivation.
Students interested in Ignite Excellence: English Literature are required to complete an application form
available through the Academic Enrichment Coordinator. Applications are valid for 12 months.
SUBJECT OUTLINE

Term 1

Novel Study – Bridge to Wiseman’s Cove

Term 2

Literacy Study – Romanticism

Term 3

Novel Study – Australian

Term 4

YA Picture Books – Contemporary Australian Voices

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
English
Literature
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Year 11
Essential English
English
Literature

Year 12
Essential English
English
Literature
English Extension
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Core Subject
(1 semester)

HISTORY

History in Year 9 is studied as a Core Subject for one semester. The coursework in History ensures that
students address the requirements of Australian Curriculum. The aims of the course in Year 9 include:
 Developing a sense of wonder, curiosity and respect about places, people, cultures and environments
throughout the world
 Developing an interest in, and enjoyment of the study of History, including a capacity and willingness to
be informed and active citizens
 Gaining a knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the past and the global issues and forces
that shape societies
 Understanding and use of historical concepts, such as evidence, continuity and change, cause and
effect, perspectives, empathy, significance and contestability
 Possessing the capacity to undertake a framed inquiry, including very high level skills in the analysis
and use of sources, and in explanation and communication.
Assessment is undertaken through the following modes: Response to Sources Exam, Research Essay
Assignment.
SUBJECT OUTLINE
Unit 1

World War I – focus on the causes and result of the War, the
Australian Experience in Gallipoli and the Western Front and at
home.

Unit 2

World War II – focus on the causes and result of the War, the
Australian Experience in the Pacific Theatre and at home.

(Equivalent to 1 Term)

(Equivalent to 1 Term)

SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Ancient/ Modern History
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Year 11
Ancient History
Modern History

Year 12
Ancient History
Modern History
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Core Subject

MATHEMATICS

Year 9 Mathematics continues to develop higher order thinking skills, rational argument and logic, and equips
students with skills to apply in everyday real life situations.
As specified by the Australian Curriculum, students study the three strands: Number and Algebra,
Measurement and Geometry and Statistics and Probability.
It is important to recognise that for many students, Mathematics is the most difficult and challenging subject.
Mathematics is a traditional learning discipline which requires regular practise and revision.
SUBJECT OUTLINE – CORE MATHEMATICS

The course includes the following topics which will be studied throughout the year
Financial Mathematics

Simple interest

Algebra

Index Laws, direct proportion

Linear and Non-Linear Relationships

Distances and sketching / graphing functions

Measurement

Surface area and volume of prisms

Statistics and Probability

Data displays and their meaning

SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Essential Mathematics

Year 11
Essential Mathematics

Year 12
Essential Mathematics

Mathematical Methods
Specialist Mathematics

Mathematical Methods
Specialist Mathematics

Mathematical Methods
Specialist Mathematics
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Core Subject

ESSENTIAL MATHEMATICS

(By invitation only)

Essential Mathematics is a Year 9 subject into which students will be invited. It intends to cater for those
students who have a consistent history of difficulty and poor performance with the Core Mathematics topics.
The subject concentrates on the basic concepts and skills and less on the applications. A student with a very
high level of success in Essential Mathematics may consider returning to Core Mathematics. Essential Maths,
as a subject, will be offered as the need arises, therefore some years it may not be available.
SUBJECT OUTLINE – ESSENTIAL MATHEMATICS
The course includes the following topics which will be studied throughout the year

Number and
Financial Literacy

Number properties, decimals, fractions, percentages, simple interest and best buy

Measurement

Converting units, length, area, and volume

Data and Probability

Simple probability, collecting data, graphs and charts

SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Essential Mathematics

Year 11
Essential Mathematics

Year 12
Essential Mathematics

Mathematical Methods
Specialist Mathematics

Mathematical Methods
Specialist Mathematics

Mathematical Methods
Specialist Mathematics
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IGNITE EXCELLENCE: MATHEMATICS

Ignite Excellence
Core Subject

Students who started each of these Mathematics pathways in Year 8 will continue these into Year 9.
Pathway 1

Pathway 2

A differentiated Mathematics curriculum
within Core Mathematics

Students commence Year 10 Mathematical
Methods while in Year 9 and continue to
complete their Senior Mathematical
Methods Program a year early

SUBJECT OUTLINE – IGNITE EXCELLENCE: MATHEMATICS PATHWAY 2
The course includes the following topics which will be studied throughout the year

Number and
Algebra

Indices, scientific notation, surds, irrational numbers, financial transactions;
equations, manipulation of algebraic expressions, graphs, quadratic and
nonlinear functions, distributive law, factorisation, function notation,
simultaneous equations

Measurement
and Geometry

Length, area, surface area and volume, nets, capacity, trigonometric ratios
and their applications; 2d & 3d shapes, properties of plane figures, distance
and mid-point formulae, similarity and congruence, latitude and longitude

Statistics and
Probability

Samples, surveys, displaying data, experimental and theoretical probability

SUBJECT OUTLINE – IGNITE EXCELLENCE: MATHEMATICS PATHWAY 1
The course includes the following topics which will be studied throughout the year



Financial Mathematics – simple interest



Algebra – Index Laws, direct proportion



Linear and Non-Linear Relationships – distances and sketching / graphing functions



Measurement – surface area and volume of prisms



Statistics and Probability – Data displays and their meaning
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Core Subject

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education (core) in the Middle School focuses on a range of important health and physical
concepts. Students will engage in a range of units that emphasise fundamental movement skills, tactical and
team skills as well as health literacy skills.
The content areas covered aim to:
 Develop and rehearse a range of first aid and CPR skills to manage risk for health, safety and
wellbeing of their self and others
 Critically analyse and apply health information
 Plan strategies to manage health and safety
 Develop health literacy through examining health information and communicating health concerns
 Develop a range of movement concepts and strategies
 Examine the elements of movement, space, time and objects to enhance movement sequences
 Develop a range of team and tactical strategies
 Examine and implement fair, safe and inclusive play.
SUBJECT OUTLINE
Term 1

Athletics

Term 2

First Aid

Term 3

Basketball; Cricket or Softball

Term 4

Volleyball, Touch or Oz Tag

SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Physical Education

Physical Education

Physical Education
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Core Subject

SCIENCE

Science is a compulsory subject until the end of Semester 1 in Year 10. The course provides the essential
preparation for the senior subjects of Biology, Chemistry, Earth and Environmental Science, Engineering,
Physics and Psychology, as well as developing an extensive range of 21st Century skills.
The course combines theory and practical work and aims to:
 Develop an interest in and enjoyment of the world around us
 Open up an understanding of the patterns and processes found in creation
 Develop analytical thinking in the context of the scientific method and associated problem solving
techniques
 Provide a wide range of practical experiences, and develop laboratory and group skills
 Develop the ability to work independently and as a member of a team
 Demonstrate the significance of Science to students’ future intentions.
SUBJECT OUTLINE

Earth Science

Exploring the Theory of Plate Tectonics, which explains the intensity and
location of volcanic and seismic activity, as well as investigating our
place in the vast universe.

Biology

Exploring how human body systems such as the nervous system, the
immune system and the endocrine system engage processes that
maintain homeostasis. Also investigating the interactions in ecosystems
that keep cycles of matter and energy in balance.

Term 3

STEM

Exploring how microcontrollers can be programmed to automate data
collection in experiments. Investigate how computers can be used to
analyse data and make predictions about the behaviour of physical
systems.

Term 4

Chemistry

Exploring the structure of atoms and molecules, how chemicals react in
a variety of situations and nuclear reactions and radiation.

Term 1

Term 2

SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Natural Science

Physical Science
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Year 11
Biology
Earth and Environmental
Science
Psychology

Year 12
Biology
Earth and Environmental
Science
Psychology

Chemistry

Chemistry

Physics

Physics

Engineering

Engineering
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Ignite Excellence
Core Subject

IGNITE EXCELLENCE: SCIENCE

The Ignite Excellence: Science program is specifically designed for students who demonstrate high levels of
talent and interest in Science. In Year 9, the program is a separate Science extension class, allowing high
achieving students the opportunity to explore their strengths within this discipline at greater depth than ever
before. This separate class allows the teacher to work through the Australian Curriculum at a pace suited to
the high achieving students and to provide additional enrichment opportunities. Applications to join the Ignite
Excellence: Science classes are made through the Academic Enrichment Department.
The course combines theory and practical work and aims to:
 Open up an understanding of the patterns and processes found in creation
 Develop analytical thinking in the context of the scientific method and associated problem solving
techniques
 Provide a wide range of practical experiences, and develop laboratory and group skills
 Develop the ability to work independently and as a member of a team
 Demonstrate the significance of Science to students’ future intentions.

SUBJECT OUTLINE

Term 1

Earth Science: exploring the Theory of Plate Tectonics, which explains the
intensity and location of volcanic and seismic activity, as well as investigating
our place in the vast universe.

Term 2

Biology: exploring how human body systems such as the nervous system, the
immune system and the endocrine system engage processes that maintain
homeostasis. Also investigating the interactions in ecosystems that keep cycles
of matter and energy in balance.

Term 3

STEM: Exploring how microcontrollers can be programmed to automate data
collection in experiments. Investigate how computers can be used to analyse
data and make predictions about the behaviour of physical systems.

Term 4

Chemistry: exploring the structure of atoms and molecules, how chemicals
react in a variety of situations and nuclear reactions and radiation.

SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Natural Science

Physical Science
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Year 11
Biology
Earth and Environmental
Science
Psychology

Year 12
Biology
Earth and Environmental
Science
Psychology

Chemistry

Chemistry

Physics

Physics

Engineering

Engineering
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APPLIED SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Elective

In Applied Science and Engineering, students focus on the practical application of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics knowledge to problem-solve and develop solutions for real-world problems in
a variety of situations. Students will recognise and describe complex problems, determine solution success
criteria, develop and communicate ideas and predict, generate, evaluate and refine prototype solutions
within a science context. The problem-based learning framework in Applied Science and Engineering
encourages students to become self-directed learners and develop beneficial collaboration and management
skills.
The inquiry approach to learning with a strong emphasis on practical work is the normal basis for developing
topics. Complex and challenging topics are covered in a supportive environment, where students have the
freedom to engage ideas at their starting level and explore those ideas further.
Assessment focusses on discoveries and observations made through practical investigations. Students will
present their work in a range of modes such as experimental reports, videos, prototypes, and folios. The final
product of some assessment tasks may well be suitable for entry into local, state and national competitions
should students be interested.
SUBJECT OUTLINE

Term 1

Biotechnology: investigating the role of science and engineering in
developing artificial limbs, joints, and exoskeletons. Students will design, test
and refine a prototype, artificial enhancement to solve issues in the
community.

Term 2

Chemical Engineering: students will investigate material science and the role
of chemistry in developing new and innovative materials. They will create
different chemical compositions and structures to solve real-world problems.

Term 3

Mathematics and Physics of musical instruments: students investigate the
nature of sound and learn how the brain interprets what we hear. They
construct and analyse a musical instrument using household materials.

Term 4

Earth and Environment Science: students focus on energy-efficient housing
and develop sustainable solutions for the future. They also investigate and
develop solutions for clean water treatment in developing regions.

SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Natural Science

Physical Science
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Year 11
Biology
Earth and Environmental
Science
Psychology

Year 12
Biology
Earth and Environmental
Science
Psychology

Chemistry

Chemistry

Physics

Physics

Engineering

Engineering
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BUSINESS AND LEGAL STUDIES

Elective

Business and Legal Studies teaches the lifelong knowledge and skills that all students need to assist them in
making positive and informed choices into their future. This knowledge and skills can be applied to:





Personal lives (eg. being an informed citizen and consumer, budgeting, financial literacy, aware of
their legal rights etc)
Working in a business (eg. an awareness of how businesses operate, skills to productively and
effectively work in a business)
Aspiring managers and small business owners (eg. an understanding of what is involved to establish
and run a small business or be an owner within an established business)
Understanding the Australia legal system (eg. who creates laws, why we have laws, consequences of
breaking them).

Business and Legal Studies provides students with a foundational knowledge of the business world, which
could be useful in any future career as an employee or a manager. This subject is based in both a computer
room environment as well as a classroom environment. This subject has embedded technology skills in the
way students present their assessment.
SUBJECT OUTLINE

Term 1

A Business
Students will visit Australia Zoo to determine the feasibility of adding a new
Snapshot
exhibit to the business model. They will need to consider the functions of
(Australia Zoo) business to determine the overall feasibility and profitability of the new exhibit.

Term 2

Criminal Law

Explores the legal and penal system of Queensland. Students will research
historic and current criminal law cases.

Financial
Literacy

Focuses on the accounting process which involves recording, interpreting and
communicating financial information through the use of tools such as
journals, ledgers and reports. Students will learn and create financial
documents which will assist business and their everyday lives. For example
paying bills, submitting tax returns, understanding bank statements, choosing
a loan for a house or car, or budgeting for future purchases.

Business
Venture

Focuses on students running small business ventures for the First Lego
League. Students will apply the knowledge, practices and dispositions needed
for a successful enterprise and venture. They will use understandings of
enterprise to propose solutions to business, economic, political or legal issues
to produce positive outcomes. As a part of service learning, students will
research a non-profit organisation to donate profits to.

Term 3

Term 4

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11
Business

Year 12
Business

Business / Accounting

Accounting

Accounting

Business Certificate Pathway

Business Certificate Pathway

Legal Studies

Legal Studies

Legal Studies

YEAR 9 CURRICULUM GUIDE
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Elective

CREATIVE TEXTILES

Creative Textiles provides students with the opportunity to be critical and creative thinkers, develop
communication skills through a variety of means and collaborate on tasks. Students are able to use their skills
and knowledge to not only design and create products for themselves and their family, but also the wider
community through Service-Learning projects and experiences. Creative Textiles provides valuable
preparation for students to develop 21st Century Skills that will help in all facets of their life, but will certainly
support those interested in pursuing further study and careers in design, textile, fashion and clothing
industries.
SUBJECT OUTLINE
The units of work studied throughout the course depend upon student interests and resources
available. Topics may include:
When East Meets West

Indigenous and Asian inspired textiles; traditional and contemporary
techniques

Fashion for the Sun

Sewing with stretch fabrics; sun safe clothing

Sustainable Textiles

Repurposing textile items; extending their decorative technique
repertoire

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Design and Fashion

YEAR 9 CURRICULUM GUIDE

Year 11

Year 12

Design

Design

Fashion

Fashion
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Elective

DANCE

Year 9 Dance is a course that is designed for students to use movement and gesture to capture and convey
ideas, images and feelings.
The focus is on using the human body as a means of expression and communication. It is a very practical
course, as students strive to develop as performers and choreographers. Students in this course must be
prepared to participate in dance activities and be willing to stretch their minds and bodies.
There is no expectation that students will need to have had any prior dance training or experience.
SUBJECT OUTLINE
The units of work studied throughout the year depend upon student
interests and resources available. Topics may include:
 Dance through the Ages (Popular Dance from the 50s to now)
 Art and Stories in Motion (Choreographing Contemporary
movement based on an Artwork)
 Pop and Lock it! (Hip-Hop)
 Folk Dance (Social and Ritual styles from countries such as Greece,
Mexico and Russia)
 World Dance (particular focus on India and Bollywood)
 Musical Theatre (Jazz, Tap and Cabaret)
 Post-modern Dance (Influential Choreographers of the 20th Century)
 Dance in Worship (Symbolism and the narrative through Lyrical
movement).

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Dance

Dance

Dance

YEAR 9 CURRICULUM GUIDE
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Elective

DESIGN

Students selecting Design will develop the practical and theoretical skills required to work creatively in a wide
range of product design and development areas. The program explores design fundamentals with a view to
creating product designers for the future. Students will develop higher order thinking skills and learn a variety of
design presentation and communication techniques.
Students will learn how to design products and services that could one day be used by people to enhance and
improve their daily life. Design is a critical part of solving some of the major issues facing our planet in the 21st
century through innovative and visionary thinking and covers:
 Learning how to create innovative, attractive, sustainable and user-friendly products and systems
 Learning the technical aspects of design, design development, CAD (Computer-Aided Design)
technology, ergonomics and aesthetics.
Subject includes:







Designing products based on design challenges
Modelling and prototyping
Sketching and CAD Drawing
Prototyping ideas
Evaluation and refinements of design ideas
Use of 3D printers, laser cutters, CNC machines and sticker cutters.

SUBJECT OUTLINE

Experience Design – Foundation
Semester 1

Sketching for Design and Exploring Clients Needs
Collaborative Design Folio
Semester 2

Redesign Exam

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Design

Design

Design
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Elective

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

Digital Solutions provides students with the knowledge, skills, processes and understanding of information
technology across a range of programs.
Students will be exposed to a variety of intellectual challenges using electronic tools, systems, devices and
resources that generate, store or process data. These include online games and applications, multimedia,
robotics and much more. The study of this course will contribute in a significant way to implementing digital
technology skills. Students will also refine their skills in design, problem solving, communicating and
implementing whilst completing a range of associated practical skills.
SUBJECT OUTLINE

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Flash Animation

Adobe Flash is used to create different vector graphics, animations and
rich Internet applications. Student will develop basic to advanced skills
that they will be able to apply to the multimedia program.

Small Basic
Programming

Microsoft Small Basic is used to code and develop software for computer
programs and games. This program is an introduction to the coding
program called Microsoft visual Basic.

Drones

An App, like Swift Playgrounds, is used to create code to operate a
drone to take off, land, turn and perform aerial figures like flips.

Access Database
& Word

Microsoft Access is used to create and edit databases for selected
purposes. Students will create tables, forms and queries that will present
detailed information from a specific database. Students will develop
basic skills using the mail merge function in Microsoft Word to align with
particular databases.

FLL Robotics
Challenge

LEGO MINDSTORMS Education EV3 software is used to plan, design
and implement solutions for the First Lego League (FLL). Students will use
the software to program a robot that they build to complete a number of
tasks. They will have the opportunity to be selected to participate in the
FLL competition.

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Digital Solutions

Digital Solutions

Digital Solutions
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Elective

DRAMA

This highly practical course focuses on understanding and making meaning in both the real and dramatic
worlds by developing skills of communication, emotional intelligence, teamwork, initiative, quick thinking and
confidence.
Drama is a course which provides opportunities to a large number of students with a wide variety of career
ambitions. The ability to speak and act confidently is a universally useful skill.
SUBJECT OUTLINE
The units of work studied throughout the year depend upon student interests and resources
available. Topics may include:

 Epic Theatre
 Script writing & analysis
 Physical Theatre (neutral mask and dramatic movement)
 Directing & Realism.

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Drama

Drama

Drama
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Elective

FOOD STUDIES

Food Studies provides students with the opportunity to be critical and creative thinkers, develop
communication skills through a variety of means and collaborate on tasks. Students are able to use their skills
and knowledge to not only design and create products for themselves and their family, but also the wider
community through Service-Learning projects and experiences. Food Studies provides valuable preparation
for students to develop 21st Century Skills that will help in all facets of their life, but will certainly support those
interested in pursuing further study and careers in nutrition, food technology, food science and Hospitality
industries
There are two (2) electives in Lifestyle Technology available to study: Food Studies and Creative Textiles. It is
quite acceptable for a student to study either one or both.
SUBJECT OUTLINE
The units of work studied throughout the course depend upon student interests and
resources available. Topics may include:
Focus on Hospitality

Introduction to serving guests and food presentation

Flavour Sensation

Exploring food trends; food sensory profiling

‘From Seed to Table’

Nutrition of plant foods; food sustainability

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Food and Nutrition

Food and Nutrition

Food and Nutrition

Hospitality Certificate Pathway
(Semester 2)

Hospitality Certificate Pathway

Hospitality Certificate Pathway
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Elective

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Health and Physical Education involves students in:
 Learning about and practicing ways of maintaining healthy lifestyles
 Learning the prerequisite skills of and participating in skilful physical activities
 Learning how to improve performances in physical activities, sport and exercise
 Examining the health of Australian’s and the choices that can influence health.
The course is 50% practical and 50% theoretical as per Australian Curriculum guidelines. Practical
assessment involves ongoing observation of physical performance across the term. Theoretical assessment
takes the form of exams, essays, research reports and multi-modal presentations.
SUBJECT OUTLINE
Theoretical
Term 1

Practical

Cardiovascular disease, nutrition
and physical activity

Term 2

Tennis
Futsal

Term 3

Movement Sequences and
Strategies

Netball/Basketball

Term 4

Components of Fitness and Training

Underwater Hockey/Water Polo

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Health & Physical Education aims to prepare students for Senior Physical Education by introducing skills and
concepts covered in Years 10-12.
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Health

Health

Health

Physical Education

Physical Education

Physical Education
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Elective

INVESTIGATIVE GEOGRAPHY

Investigative Geography presents a dynamic, contemporary and engaging approach to learning about the world
of today, and to understanding the forces that will shape the interconnected, globalised world of the 21st
Century.
Investigative Geography explores how and why places have their particular environmental and human
characteristics, and how and why our world is changing. Importantly, this course uses an inquiry approach to
equip students to analyse and evaluate to what extent these changes are just and sustainable.
A study of Investigative Geography leads to employment in a range of sectors including (but not limited to):











Tourism and Travel
Geospatial Technologies
Environmental Technologies, Study and
Management
Land Use and Agriculture

Meteorology
Earth Science
Architecture, Civil Engineering
Town and Urban Planning
Politics, Business and Economics.

Investigative Geography has a unique role to play. Geography examines the major issues affecting our way
of life e.g. climate change, immigration, trade, urbanisation and global inequity. Global learning helps
students to develop resilience and empathy in the face of complex geographical events and issues.
The use of Spatial and Information Technologies is imbedded in the coursework through the use of
Geographical Information Systems, sometimes referred to as GIS. Assessment undertaken may include a field
trip report, a data analysis report, a research assignment, and response to stimulus exam.
SUBJECT OUTLINE

Semester 1

Semester 2

Investigating
Domestic
Issues

Around the World: Overview of World Geography – An investigation into different
environments, demographics, cultures, governments and landscapes. Students
complete a World Trip Assignment in which they plan their own travels
internationally, including profiling various countries.
Responding to Disasters: Man-Made disasters/Introduced Species.
In this unit, students investigate the influence humans have on the planet.
Students will investigate man-made disasters such as Environmental
disasters (oil spills, Nuclear Accidents) and Transportation Disasters (airline
crashes, ferry/train accidents). Students will also investigate the impact of
introduced species on environments. Students will be assessed via an exam.

Investigating
International
Issues

Rainforests and Endangered Species: In this unit students investigate the most fragile
and important ecosystems in the world: Rainforests. Students investigate the
endangerment of a wide range of species and their impact on ecosystems. Students
will be assessed via a written report.
Threatened Environments: In this unit students will investigate domestic environments
that are threatened. They will focus on issues such as Land
Degradation/Deforestation/Desertification, Mining and the Murray-Darling Basin.
The issue of environmental sustainability will be a central theme of the unit. Students
will be assessed via an exam.

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Economics / Geography
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Year 11
Economics
Geography

Year 12
Economics
Geography
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Elective

INVESTIGATIVE HISTORY

Investigative History aims to further the understanding and engagement of students who are already
interested in human experiences, events and cultures. The course establishes and furthers the skills of
analysis, evaluation and synthesis of sources.
Investigative History allows students to choose and shape their own investigations into a variety of historical
contentions. The course is designed for students who intend (or are considering) to take a course of History in
the Senior School.
Investigative History will allow students to further develop their literacy skills and understand and
conceptualise modern problems which have repeatedly occurred throughout the past.
In Year 9, students undertake only ONE SEMESTER of History (Core). Investigative History is an elective for
students who wish to learn a broader range of topics, and engage with a variety of historical features across
the entirety of Year 9.
Studies of conflict are not only engaging, but develop a sense of cause, impact and development of conflicts
between groups of people throughout the past.
Assessment includes: Independent Source Investigations, Research Essay Assignment, and Response to
Stimulus Exams
SUBJECT OUTLINE
Investigations into Australians in Conflict since 1945 including Vietnam,
Korea, Solomon Islands, East Timor and Afghanistan. Skill development
includes Devising and Conducting Research, Analysing, Evaluating,
Synthesising and Communicating Historical Knowledge.

Semester 1

Investigating
Domestic
Conflict

Semester 2

Investigations into conflicts between and amongst international powers.
Investigating Topics include the Cold War and conflicts in the Australasian region.
International Skill development includes Devising and Conducting Research,
Conflict
Analysing, Evaluating, Synthesising and Communicating Historical
Knowledge.

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Ancient/ Modern History
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Year 11
Ancient History
Modern History

Year 12
Ancient History
Modern History
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Elective

LANGUAGES - GERMAN

Any Year 8 student new to the College is welcome to enrol in German and/or Japanese, but from Year 9,
it is usually a prerequisite that the student has previously studied the language.
The fundamental aim of Language study is communication. This is achieved through equal practice of the
four macro skills of Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing. The Languages courses will develop in
students an awareness and understanding of the way of life of not only German speaking communities,
but also of other ethnic communities within Australia and overseas.
Students must recognise the need for consistent, regular application to their studies. A student should
expect to devote a minimum of 20 minutes per night to study for four nights per week.
Grace Lutheran College offers students of German many cultural contact experiences both in-country and
in our own school or local area.
SUBJECT OUTLINE - GERMAN
The following general themes and topics will be studied in Year 9 German. Where a topic has
been encountered previously, it will be dealt with in increasing depth and complexity in Year 9.

Term 1

Places around Town; Sports; Modes Of Transport; Food; Prices; Numbers up to
1 Billion

Term 2

Clothes; Describing People; Weather

Term 3

Rooms; Household Tasks; Shops; Jobs

Term 4

Weekend Activities; Excursions and Trips; Holidays; Travel

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

German

German

German

Prerequisite Subject – Students must study German in Middle School to study it in Senior School.
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Elective

LANGUAGES - JAPANESE

Any Year 8 student new to the College is welcome to enrol in German and/or Japanese, but from Year 9,
it is usually a prerequisite that the student has previously studied the language.
The fundamental aim of Language study is communication. This is achieved through equal practice of the
four macro skills of Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing. The Languages courses will develop in
students an awareness and understanding of the way of life of not only Japanese speaking communities,
but also of other ethnic communities within Australia and overseas.
Students must recognise the need for consistent, regular application to their studies. A student should
expect to devote a minimum of 20 minutes per night to study for four nights per week.
Grace Lutheran College offers students of Japanese many cultural contact experiences both in-country
and in our own school or local area.
SUBJECT OUTLINE - JAPANESE
The following general themes and topics will be studied in Year 9 Japanese. Where a topic has
been encountered previously, it will be dealt with in increasing depth and complexity in Year 9.
Term 1

Script Focus; Days; Dates; Events

Term 2

Hobbies/Pastimes; Going Places; Weekend Activities

Term 3

Club Activities; Kanji Focus

Term 4

Free Time; The Year in Review

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Japanese

Japanese

Japanese

Prerequisite Subject – Students must study German in Middle School to study it in Senior School.
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Elective

MEDIA STUDIES

Students electing to study Media in Year 9 will gain the opportunity to develop a range of skills in the 21 st
Century. The Media Studies course is developed around the two strands of Making and Responding,
through which students are able to develop creative and critical thinking, skills in collaboration,
communication, organization, visual literacy and how to work with new and emerging technologies.
The intention of this subject is to provide students with an insight into and practical hands on experience of
the media. Students will learn through exploration of historical and contemporary Media and will develop
increasing confidence in the use of a range of production and post-production technologies.
Media Arts will suit students who have an interest in film and media, a flair for creativity and an interest in
or an ability to use new technologies. Students should have a minimum sound achievement in English and
should be able to work individually and in groups. Those students considering careers in a range of
creative fields, including Film and Television Production, Marketing, Journalism and Game Design, should
consider taking this subject.
Students will be expected to have earphones for work in the Editing Lab and a USB for backing up work.
SUBJECT OUTLINE

Term 1

Film Genre
Students will study Film Genre, analysing and deconstructing
genre conventions. Learning is assessed through the analysis of
a short genre film.

Term 2

Film Trailers
Students explore the purpose and structures of film trailers and
develop post-production editing skills. Learning is assessed
through the creation of a remixed film trailer that plays with
genre conventions.

Term 3

Video Games
Video games, their development and the representations they
offer are explored. Learning is assessed through the analysis of a
video game and the characters it represents.

Term 4

Video Games
Students develop production skills through the development of
their own video game sequence and character design. Learning
is assessed through the completion of these two products.

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Film, TV and New Media

Film, TV and New Media

Film, TV and New Media
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Elective

MUSIC

The Year 9 Music course approaches the development of skills in performing, composing and musicology
through the study of music of various styles. It is a rewarding and active course involving listening to,
writing and playing music.
Students from a contemporary or classical music background are both catered for. Likewise, the course is
suitable for both vocalists and instrumentalists.
The integrated nature of the course allows the theoretical content to emerge from the activities. Computer
software and iPad apps are used to develop composition and aural skills. Involvement in College music
ensembles and/or vocal or instrumental lessons would enhance study of this subject but is not compulsory.
SUBJECT OUTLINE
The units of work studied throughout the year depend upon student
interests and resources available. Topics may include:



Performing as a Band



Pioneers of Rock



Song Writing and Arranging



The Musical



World Music



Exploring Ambient Soundscapes



Classic Hits.

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Music

Music

Music Extension

Music Extension

Music
Music Industry Certificate
Pathway
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Music Industry Certificate
Pathway

Music Industry Certificate
Pathway
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IGNITE EXCELLENCE: GAME ON! MUSIC
(Grace Amplified Music Education)

Ignite Excellence
Arts Elective

Students enrolled in the Ignite Excellence: GAME ON Music! are required to select this as one of their
elective subjects in Year 9. The GAME ON! curriculum though starting in year 7, may be commenced in
Year 8 and continued into Year 9. Please contact Mrs Paula Ellis in the Performing Arts department to
express your interest. GAME ON! Music is offered to students in Years 7-9 with a developed talent as an
instrumentalist or vocalist. GAME ON! seeks to extend and enrich students in the area of music through a
partnership between a curriculum based subject and the co-curricular program.
BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM
 Students will participate in workshops/excursions/master classes designed specifically for them.
 Second Study Instrument: Students will receive a complimentary group lesson on a second study
instrument in years 8-9
 Showcase Concert: A performance opportunity as a soloist or in small ensemble
 Students in the GAME ON! program will also be mentored in the study of Music Theory through the
Australian Music Examination Board with the aim of at least Grade Two Theory being completed by the
end of grade 9. Theory lessons alternate with the second study lessons.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
 Commit to weekly lessons on their main instrument/voice in the school program (group or private
tuition) or from an approved, qualified instrumental/voice teacher
 Commit to a College Primary Co-curricular Music Ensemble
 Commit to study the subject Game On! Music in Years 8 &9
SUBJECT OUTLINE
The units of work studied throughout the year depend upon student interests and
resources available. Topics may include:


Soundscapes



The Pioneers of Rock



Transformations (1. Arranging and 2. The transformative power of music)



Music’s Classic Hits.

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Music

Music

Music Extension

Music Extension

Music Industry Certificate
Pathway

Music Industry Certificate
Pathway

Music
Music Industry Certificate
Pathway
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Elective

PRACTICAL TECHNOLOGY SKILLS

If you are motivated, interested in working with your hands, love to build things, use tools and if you are
excited to make interesting projects using varied technologies and machines then Practical Technology
Skills is the subject for you.
This subject combines the basic traditional knowledge of hand tools and techniques with the current new
technologies, tools and equipment from latest manufacturing industries. Our purpose design built
workshops have the latest modern technologies, tools and machines ready for students to use in
developing individual projects using varying materials and hardware. Students will not only build exciting
projects from the ground up but they will design elements to incorporate and customize their own projects.
Subject includes:


On Guard Safety units



Design, Make and Appraisal of Projects



Completion of Folios of work



Use of industry standard tools and machines.

SUBJECT OUTLINE

Hydraulics/Pneumatics: Hydraulic Arm
Semester 1

Design & Metal/Wood Technology: Sheet Metal Carry-all
Levers & Movement/Wood Technology: Trebuchet/Chopping Board
Semester 2

Aerodynamics & Movement: CO2 Dragsters

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10
Practical Technology Skills
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Year 11

Year 12

Engineering Certificate Pathway

Engineering Certificate Pathway

Construction & Furnishing
Certificate Pathway

Construction & Furnishing
Certificate Pathway
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Elective

VISUAL ART

The Visual Art course is built around two strands, Making and Responding. Together the strands focus on
a holistic approach to both creating art works and appreciating the history and culture of the Visual Arts.
Students will develop knowledge, practical understanding and skills as artists and designers by making
Visual Art works. They will also study a wide variety of cultural histories and contemporary perspectives in
the Visual Arts. Students will engage in a number of art making activities that will utilise a wide variety of
media, materials and technologies.

Making tasks will be undertaken in class time and will be assessed at the end of each Term. Responding
tasks will be embedded into the making areas and reflect the content and media being explored at the
time.

SUBJECT OUTLINE
Unit 1

Urban Perspectives: Drawing, Painting, Mixed Media

Unit 2

Connections: Ceramics, Sculpture

Unit 3

Cultural Metamorphosis: Digital and Electronic Imaging, Textiles

Unit 4

Viewpoints: Painting, Drawing, Digital Imaging, Printmaking
Responding: in class and homework activities that relate to the making
areas being studied

SENIOR SCHOOL SUBJECT PATHWAYS
Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Visual Art

Visual Art

Visual Art

Visual Art Certificate Pathways

Visual Art Certificate Pathways

Visual Art Certificate Pathways
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